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Abstract 20 

Although the anode process during aluminium electrolysis has a substantial 21 

overpotential that increases the energy demand and production cost of aluminium, 22 

properties of the coke that can influence the electrochemical reactivity in the 23 

industrial anode itself have not been well documented.  In this work the 24 

electrochemical performance of anodes fabricated from single source (anisotropic and 25 
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isotropic) cokes, including an ultrapure graphite as reference material, was 26 

determined, and compared to the material properties of the cokes and baked anodes.  27 

Cokes and anodes were characterised with respect to air and CO2 reactivity, optical 28 

texture, presence of oxygen surface groups, as well as to microstructure (fractions of 29 

basal, edge and defect sites on the surface and pore volume below 16 nm).  Results 30 

show that anodes made from more isotropic cokes (increasing optical texture 31 

fineness) had a slight improvement in the electrochemical performance compared to 32 

those made from more anisotropic cokes.  For all anodes, electrochemical reactivity 33 

correlated well with the electrochemically-wetted surface area, as determined by the 34 

double layer capacitance.  This appears to be related to microstructure and the volume 35 

of pores with width below 16 nm, and possibly also to differences in surface 36 

chemistry, rather than differences in surface roughness and porosity as determined by 37 

optical techniques (i.e. on a μm-scale). 38 

 39 

 40 

1. Introduction 41 

Efforts to lower energy consumption continue to be one of the major challenges of 42 

aluminium production [1, 2].   At the anode the overpotential can be as high as 0.6 V, 43 

representing one major area where energy can be saved within the aluminium 44 

production process.   45 

 46 

In an aluminium reduction cell, oxide ions from the dissolution of alumina in cryolite 47 

are discharged electrolytically to form CO2 on the carbon anode, whilst aluminium 48 

metal is formed on the cathode.  A prebaked carbon anode is made from a fractioned, 49 

sized and re-blended petroleum coke aggregate, which is mixed with around 12-15 50 
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wt% coal tar pitch binder and baked at approximately 1200 °C.  The total time for 51 

baking (loading in the baking furnace, heating to temperature, holding time, cooling 52 

and unloading anodes) may take 10-12 days.  Equations 1a, b and c show the 53 

electrode half reactions at the anode, cathode, and the overall reaction equation 54 

respectively, where E
0

CO2 = 1.187 V vs Al/Al
3+

 [3].   The anode reaction is thought to 55 

proceed via two electrochemical steps with an intermediate compound adsorbed on 56 

the electrode [4, 5].  An example scheme for the reaction is shown in Equations 2a 57 

and b [4], although the specific oxyfluoride species involved are disputed [6, 7]. 58 

 59 

                                              6O2− + 3C → 3CO2 + 12e−                                 (1a) 60 

           4Al3+ +  12e− → 4Al    (1b) 61 

                       2Al2O3(diss) +  3C(s) → 4Al(l) +  3CO2(g)  (1c) 62 

 63 

                     Al2O2F6
4− + C → COads + Al2OF6

2− + 2e−  (2a) 64 

                               Al2O2F6
4− + COads → CO2 + Al2OF6

2− + 2e−  (2b) 65 

 66 

The un-compensated potential of the anode in an aluminium reduction cell, measured 67 

versus a reference electrode (Eanode, measured), is given in Equation 3.   68 

 69 

    Eanode, measured = E
rev

 + ηc + η'r + ηh + I·(R's + δRs)              (3) 70 

 71 

As concentration overpotential (ƞc) at the anode in this system may be considered as 72 

negligible [8], the anode overpotential approximates to the reaction overpotential (ƞ'r).  73 

This is a specific charge transfer overpotential term developed to relate to electrode 74 

reactions where intermediate adsorption/desorption plays a decisive role.  In addition, 75 
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gas produced at the anode has two dominating effects; an increase in ohmic 76 

resistance, mainly caused by the reduced effective anode surface area, and an increase 77 

in overpotential due to higher current density at the reduced surface.  The first term 78 

(δRs) denotes the increase in the ohmic resistance due to partial blocking of the 79 

surface with bubbles, and R's equals the ohmic resistance with no bubbles screening 80 

the surface.  The second part is observed as an increase in the reaction overpotential.  81 

The additional overpotential due to the reduced effective surface area caused by 82 

bubble screening is commonly denoted hyperpolarisation, ηh [9, 10].  In a similar 83 

representation as above, ηr = η'r + ηh, where η'r equals the reaction overpotential with 84 

no bubble screening of the anode surface.  Other terms in Equation 3 include E
rev

, the 85 

reversible potential for the CO2 forming reaction, and I, the current.  86 

 87 

At the nanoscale, it has been shown that the electrochemically or oxidatively reactive 88 

sites on the surface of graphitic carbon materials are not homogeneously distributed, 89 

but that edge sites have a higher chemical and electrochemical reactivity than the 90 

basal planes [11, 12].  For anode materials, it is considered well established that 91 

graphite gives a higher overpotential than baked carbon [3].  For example, Dewing 92 

and van der Kouwe [13] found that the overpotential of baked carbon electrodes 93 

(Søderberg type) was 100 mV less than grade ATJ graphite.  Similarly, the results of 94 

Jarek and Orman [14] indicate a difference of approximately 80 mV between the 95 

overpotential of a graphite anode and a baked anode at around 1 A cm
-2

.  96 

 97 

It needs to be kept in mind, however, that the electrochemical reactivity of anodes is 98 

also influenced by surface roughness and impurities, as well as wetted surface area; 99 

parameters that will also vary with choice of coke and fabrication procedures.  Jarek 100 
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and Thonstad [15], for example, showed how the scatter in polarisation curves was 101 

reduced when differences in wetted area of anodes subject to different baking 102 

temperatures were accounted for.  Djokic et al. [16] electrochemically characterised 103 

both graphite electrodes and a glassy carbon electrode, and found that the reaction 104 

mechanism of the anodic process depended on the nature of the carbon electrode.  For 105 

glassy carbon, the cyclic voltammograms indicated a diffusion controlled process, by 106 

O
2-

 or oxyfluoride anions. For graphite, a complex mixed activation and diffusion 107 

controlled process was proposed, involving adsorption and/or reaction of the oxygen 108 

containing electroactive species at the electrode surface.   109 

 110 

The majority of laboratory studies relating anode properties to electrochemical 111 

reactivity have focused on the effects of anode impurities, mostly simulated by 112 

chemical doping.  Generally, it is observed that metals such as iron, vanadium, 113 

calcium and sodium can lower the overpotential.  Negative effects relating to the 114 

presence of anode electrocatalyst impurities include the acceleration of the excess 115 

reaction of carbon with air and CO2 [17-19]; impurities may also dissolve in the 116 

electrolyte adding to the current efficiency loss [20] and eventually, all metal 117 

impurities in the anode will end up in aluminium, thus lowering the purity [3].  A 118 

good overview of the effects of impurities on overpotential has been given by 119 

Thonstad [3].  For example, by using an Fe2O3 additive to raise iron concentrations in 120 

anodes from 450 ppm to 4280 ppm (0.42 %), Haarberg et al. [21] observed lowered 121 

overpotential by 100 mV.  Thonstad and Hove [22] observed smaller changes in 122 

overpotential; up to 7 mV when they doped anodes with 1.3 wt% Fe2O3 or 0.6 wt% 123 

Na2CO3.  However, artificially added dopants cause un-realistically high impurity 124 
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levels and are not fully incorporated into the coke bulk structure.  Thus, artificially 125 

doped cokes are not fully representative of real cokes.   126 

 127 

Most previous electrochemical studies of anodes are based on glassy carbon, graphite, 128 

or generic (not well characterised) industrial anodes.  In general, few details about the 129 

history and production of the carbon anode are given and it is difficult to draw any 130 

conclusions regarding the role of the carbon material.  Within industry, routinely 131 

measured anode parameters include air and CO2 reactivity, specific electrical 132 

resistivity (SER), density, permeability and various mechanical properties, but no 133 

reported test directly measures electrochemical reactivity routinely.  The aim of this 134 

work was therefore to determine the electrochemical reactivity of anodes made from 135 

single source cokes, and relate it to the anode chemical/physical properties including 136 

isotropy, microstructure and impurity levels.  Here, isotropy is defined in terms of the 137 

optical domains which form during the semi-liquid mesophase stage preceding 138 

carbonisation, where the size of domains is determined by how far the melting 139 

together, or coalescence, of mesophase droplets progresses.  A vertical anode was 140 

designed and used, in order to measure the electrochemical reactivity with a minimum 141 

contribution from bubbles.  Understanding these relationships is particularly 142 

important in light of the fact that the coke quality available for anode production is 143 

changing [23-25]; with anode grade coke increasing not only in certain impurity 144 

concentrations, but also in isotropy.   145 

 146 

 147 

2. Materials and Methods 148 
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Pilot scale anodes were produced by Norsk Hydro ASA from five single source cokes 149 

(particle size 0-2 mm) varying in isotropy, as described previously [26-28].  Aside 150 

from coke type, all other production parameters were kept constant.  Anodes 1-4 were 151 

made from petroleum cokes and Anode 5 from a coal tar pitch based coke.  A graphite 152 

material (Ultrapure grade CMG, provided by Svensk specialgrafit AB) was also used 153 

for comparison in the anode series.   154 

 155 

2.1. Optical texture and surface structure characterisation 156 

Anodes were characterised for density, air and CO2 reactivity and SER (according to 157 

ISO 12985-1:2000 and Norsk Hydro ASA in house methods similar to ISO 12989-158 

1:2000, ISO 12988-1:2000 and ISO 11713:2000), where the ISO-X numbers are 159 

international standards developed by the International Organisation for 160 

Standardisation (ISO).  Anode impurities (metal and sulphur content) were 161 

characterised using an X-ray fluorescence method according to ISO 12980:2000. 162 

 163 

To characterise optical texture, epoxy-mounted and polished (to 1 µm) samples were 164 

studied under polarised light using optical microscopy (high-end Leica/Relchert 165 

MeF3A metallurgical optical reflecting light microscope).  Compound images were 166 

produced of 192 individual frames, taken by scanning across the surface at a 167 

magnification of x250.  Analysis software, as developed by Rørvik et al. [29], was 168 

subsequently used on the individual images to quantify isotropy in terms of mosaic 169 

and fibre index, parameters relating to the degree of isotropy and anisotropy 170 

respectively.  Isotropic materials are defined as having a high mosaic index, a 171 

parameter that describes the fineness of the optical domains, whereas anisotropic 172 

materials have a high fibre index, a parameter that describes the alignment of optical 173 
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domains.  A rolling average for each parameter was taken over the individual 192 174 

image frames for each anode to study structural homogeneity, and two parallels were 175 

performed for each anode material using different samples.   176 

 177 

Surface oxides attached to edge sites were quantified by a temperature ramping 178 

program using LECO oxygen analysis (LECO analyser model TC-436DR).  Analysis 179 

were performed on fines produced from all five cokes, their corresponding anodes and 180 

ultrapure graphite (particle size <63 µm).  As different oxide species react with 181 

carbon to form CO and CO2 at different temperatures, surface oxides could be 182 

distinguished from impurity-related oxide peaks by a comparison with the ultrapure 183 

graphite.  Samples (~0.1 g) were packed into tin capsules (from LECO corp.), and 184 

sample oxygen was reacted by ramping power between 0-5000 W at 20 W s
-1

 whilst 185 

measuring CO and CO2 off-gases.  Power was converted to the temperature 186 

equivalent (°C) using a calibration curve.   187 

 188 

Nitrogen adsorption measurements were performed at -198.5 °C in full range of the 189 

relative pressure using a Tristar II 2030 apparatus (Micrometrics).  Analysis was 190 

again performed on fines produced from all five cokes, their corresponding anodes 191 

and ultrapure graphite (particle size <63 µm).  Before analysis, samples (~0.5 g) were 192 

degassed for 12 hours at 300 °C.  Measurement of the specific surface area of the 193 

materials was performed on the basis of the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) theory 194 

and equation, using the standard instrument software.  The contributions of 195 

edge:basal:defect sites were determined from the nitrogen adsorption data using a 196 

density functional theory (DFT) based model developed by Olivier et al. [30, 31], 197 

which accounts for surface heterogeneity by introducing variations in adsorptive 198 
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potential for the basal, edge and defect sites. The model is implemented in the 199 

software of the Tristar II 2030 apparatus (DFT Plus package). Based on previous 200 

work, the adsorptive potentials, expressed in Kelvin, for graphitic materials are in the 201 

range 20 – 49 K for edge planes, 50 – 60 K for basal planes and 61 – 100 K for 202 

defects [30, 32]. An example of application and verification of the theory for graphitic 203 

powder can be found in [30] Adsorption energies were found to change with sample 204 

age, so all work was carried out on freshly made particle fines.  Three or two sample 205 

parallels were performed for LECO and nitrogen adsorption measurements, 206 

respectively.  207 

 208 

2.2. Electrochemical testing 209 

Anodes were cut and assembled as schematically depicted in Figure 1a.  Components 210 

were threaded together on a 3 mm diameter graphite rod that was attached via a 211 

graphite connector to a stainless steel contact bar.  Advantages of the vertical design 212 

were a defined anode area for melt immersion (1.57 cm
2
), an even current distribution 213 

and a minimised bubble retention during electrolysis. To verify that bubbles were not 214 

being retained on the surface, the vertical anodes were compared against anodes with 215 

horizontal faces and a graphite rod, as described in [28] and [26], respectively.  A 216 

schematic of the electrochemical setup is shown in Figure 1b, which was contained 217 

within a tube furnace at 1000 °C in an argon atmosphere.  The three electrode system 218 

compromised of the anode material as working electrode, graphite crucible as counter 219 

electrode, and an aluminium reference electrode as described in [33]. 220 

 221 

Electrochemical testing was performed in a cryolite melt with a molar ratio of sodium 222 

fluoride to aluminium fluoride of 2.3 (Sigma Aldrich >97 %) corresponding to 9.8 223 
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wt% excess AlF3 (industrial grade, sublimed in-house) and 9.4 wt% ɣ alumina 224 

(Merck).  Measurements were made using a Zahner IM6 with built in Electrochemical 225 

Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) module and 20 A booster (PP201, from Zahner-226 

Elektrik).  EIS was used to determine the ohmic resistance at the Open Circuit 227 

Potential (OCP), the value of which was used to IR compensate all electrochemical 228 

measurements. The potential of the anodes (with respect to Al reference) was 229 

measured at a current density of 1 A cm
-2

, close to the anode current density in 230 

modern industrial cells.  EIS was additionally performed at 1.4 V, and the polarisation 231 

resistance (Rpol) extracted from Nyquist plots by subtracting the high frequency Z’ 232 

intercept from the low frequency Z’ intercept.  After subtracting the points relating to 233 

the low frequency inductive loop, data was fitted to a LR(CR) equivalent circuit in 234 

order  to extract anode capacitance.  Three consecutive scans of cyclic voltammetry 235 

(CV) between OCP and 2.5 V at 0.1 V s
-1

 were performed, as previous experiments 236 

showed that sweep-rates up to 0.1 V s
-1

 gave similar results to steady-state 237 

polarisation curves.  Four anode parallels (using fresh anodes) were performed and 238 

the order of the anode materials tested was randomised to eliminate possible changes 239 

in the melt and reference electrode over time. 240 

 241 

 242 

3. Results and discussion 243 

3.1. Optical texture and surface structure characterisation 244 

Selected anode properties are listed in Table 1.  Anodes were similar in terms of 245 

density and SER, but those made from the most isotropic cokes (Anodes 3 and 4) had 246 

highest air reactivity.  Anode 5, made from a pitch based coke, had lowest air 247 

reactivity amongst the pilot anodes, but the highest CO2 reactivity in the series.  248 
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Generally, air reactivity correlated positively with metal impurities, possibly due to 249 

catalytic effects [17-19].  The exception was Anode 5, made from a pitch-based rather 250 

than petroleum-based coke.  For the industrial coke-based anodes, sulphur seemed to 251 

generally correlate negatively with CO2 reactivity, as observed also by others [34]. 252 

 253 

Viewed using optical microscopy under polarised light, a trend of increasing isotropy 254 

was observed from graphite and Anodes 1 and 2, to Anodes 3 and 4, as shown by 255 

anode grain fineness and orientation.  Anode 5 was lower in isotropy.  Figure 2 shows 256 

single image frames of the anodes taken at x250 magnification under polarised light, 257 

and software developed to analyse the optical texture of the images [29] confirmed 258 

visual isotropy trends.  Due to the fact that the mosaic and fibre index, parameters 259 

described in [29] relating to the fineness and the alignment of optical domains 260 

respectively, were relatively constant with number of frames, the final ‘average’ 261 

values of the 192 frames could be taken as representative of each material.  These are 262 

shown in Figure 3.  Within the anode series, the mosaic index was higher for Anodes 263 

3-5 than graphite and Anodes 1-2, and the fibre index was higher for Anodes 1-2 and 264 

lower for Anodes 3-5.  For most samples, a high mosaic index value correlated as 265 

expected with a low fibre index value.  The graphite actually had a more isotropic 266 

optical texture in terms of mosaic and fibre index than Anodes 1 and 2 due to its 267 

production from milled calcined coke, with optical texture not due to mesophase 268 

coalescence as for the other materials.  As expected, the chemical (air) reactivity of 269 

the carbon anode materials decreased with increasing structural ordering (cf. Table 1). 270 

 271 

The nanoscale surface coverage of edge, basal and defect sites particles of Cokes 2-5 272 

and all the anodes was determined using nitrogen adsorption, following the work of 273 
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Olivier et al [30-32].   A typical plot for the distribution of incremental surface area 274 

measured vs. energy of the samples is shown in Figure 4, and summed surface 275 

coverage of edge sites, basal planes and defect sites on cokes and their respective 276 

anodes are shown in Figure 5.  The surface of all the coke and crushed anode particles 277 

were dominated by edge sites, with high fractions of defect sites, but only low 278 

fractions of basal planes.  The low fraction of basal planes disappeared entirely for the 279 

crushed anodes, possibly due to remnants of pitch covering the coke particles.  The 280 

coverage of defect sites decreased with coke and anode isotropy, whilst the coverage 281 

of edge sites increased with isotropy.  It is reasonable to assume that the results are 282 

applicable also to the coke fractions actually used for the fabrication of the anodes.  283 

The corresponding volumes of pores (width <16 nm), as determined from the BET 284 

analysis, are shown in Figure 6 for Cokes 1-5.  These are relatively low, showing the 285 

coke particles to have few pores with a width below 16 nm, although previous work 286 

shows the anodes contain many larger pores on µm scale (~10-200 µm diameter) [28].  287 

Representative isotherms have been included for all materials in supplementary 288 

information (S1 and S2); these resemble those classified as type II isotherms [35], 289 

which are observed for macroporous or nonporous carbons, representing monolayer-290 

multilayer adsorption.  For some materials (graphite, Cokes 3 and 5 and Anodes 3 and 291 

5), a hysteresis resembling type H3 (B) hysteresis is indicative of slit shaped pores 292 

[35], although the hysteresis is generally small.  293 

 294 

The amount of oxygen present in the samples was measured by LECO, providing 295 

information on surface oxygen groups [12], and the presence of metal oxides.  In 296 

graphite, there was only one major peak exhibited on both CO and CO2 off-gas curves 297 

with increasing temperature.  As this graphite was ultrapure, the peak was attributed 298 
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to the combustion of surface oxygen with carbon.  Figures 7 and 8 show CO and CO2 299 

curves for all materials.  A broad additional peak of CO/CO2 given off at higher 300 

temperatures indicated the presence of other oxides – probably complexed with 301 

metals.  This was particularly pronounced for the more isotropic materials. 302 

 303 

Differences in evolved CO and CO2 can in principle be related to the various oxygen 304 

surface groups.  Figueiredo et al. [36] provide a good review of carbon surface group 305 

decomposition products and expected reaction temperature, suggesting that CO2 is 306 

produced from the decomposition of carboxylic, lactone and anhydride groups, whilst 307 

CO is produced from phenol, carbonyl, anhydride, ether and quinone groups.  The  308 

LECO analysis is expected to be very accurate with respect to quantification of 309 

amount of CO and CO2 released, but due to the rapid heating (approximately 1000 °C 310 

min
-1

 compared to ~5 °C min
-1 

for temperature programmed desorption), peak 311 

temperatures, and hence individual oxygen surface groups, could not be identified for 312 

the materials in this study. Nevertheless, due to the presence of two CO2 peaks in the 313 

lower temperature range of the more isotropic cokes and anodes, compared to one 314 

peak in the more anisotropic materials, a wider range of surface groups may be 315 

present on more isotropic materials.   Also, due to the lower CO:CO2 ratio, the surface 316 

of isotropic cokes may be assumed to be richer in acidic oxygen surface groups, as 317 

these will primarily desorb as CO2 [37].  The higher ratio of CO2 for the more 318 

isotropic cokes correlates well with their high air reactivity as shown in Table 1.  As 319 

with the nitrogen adsorption results, measured variation in surface structure amongst 320 

the anode particles may be less due to remnants of pitch covering the coke surface.  321 

Future work should investigate further the different surface species present using, for 322 

example, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). 323 
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 324 

Through the separate integration of both CO and CO2 curves, sample oxygen relating 325 

to either the edge site (surface) oxygen peak at low temperatures (seen in graphite), or 326 

relating to the metal oxide peak at higher temperatures, was calculated; see Figure 9 327 

for integration details.  For CO curves, the tail end of the edge site peak seen in 328 

graphite was also accounted for (Figure 9a), probably related to strong binding and 329 

hence slow reaction kinetics.  Figure 10 shows the resulting total metal oxide and 330 

surface oxide concentrations (the latter normalised for BET surface area).   331 

 332 

The more isotropic materials had a large amount of metal oxides present, as expected 333 

from the known metal impurity values shown in Table 1; metals such as vanadium are 334 

generally assumed to exist in cokes and anodes as oxides such as V2O3 [38].  335 

Interestingly, the concentration of metal oxide oxygen was of the same order of 336 

magnitude as the metal impurities.  For example, Anode 4 contained 2430 ppm metals 337 

and 0.1640 wt% (1640 ppm) metal oxide oxygen.  As it is therefore likely that most 338 

oxygen is complexed with metals, this suggests that the high levels of sulphur present 339 

in some of the anodes (4.45 % in Anode 4) may predominantly exist in an un-oxidised 340 

form.   341 

 342 

3.2 Electrochemical testing 343 

To measure ηr with a minimum contribution from bubbles, an anode with only vertical 344 

immersed active area was designed and used.  The potential of the graphite vertical 345 

anode vs. time was compared against a graphite anode with only horizontal active 346 

surface area, and a graphite rod with both horizontal and vertical surfaces (Figure 11).   347 

 348 
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Where horizontal surfaces were present on the anode, the potential oscillated in a saw-349 

tooth curve.  This can be explained by the fact that as bubbles formed, the potential 350 

increased due to a combination of increased series resistance mainly due to anode 351 

screening and hyperpolarisation due to a reduction in effective anode surface area [10, 352 

39].  When bubbles were released, the potential dropped sharply due to an immediate 353 

decrease of series resistance and increase in effective surface area, minimising 354 

hyperpolarisation.  In contrast, when the vertical anode was used, only very small 355 

oscillations were observed.  These small oscillations possibly resulted from the 356 

evolution of very small bubbles from the surface; to be expected even on vertical 357 

anodes as studies have shown that the surface of a stationary vertical anode can be 358 

covered by 20 % gas bubbles at any one time [9, 10].  In another study using rotating 359 

vertical anodes with a diameter of 1.27 cm
2
, the hyperpolarisation caused by bubbles 360 

screening the anode surface was 8 mV at 1 A cm
-2

 [8, 9].  In contrast, in industrial 361 

situations using anodes with large horizontal surfaces, studies have estimated an extra 362 

ohmic voltage drop in the range of 0.15-0.35 V due to bubble screening [40].  All 363 

following results were therefore obtained with the vertical geometry in Figure 1a. 364 

 365 

Potentials of the anode materials in the series at 1 A cm
-2

 (w.r.t Al reference) are 366 

shown in Figure 12a, and quoted with respect to graphite in Figure 12b.  As ƞc is 367 

considered negligible in saturated melts,  differences in measured potential between 368 

the anodes relate approximately to differences in reaction overpotential, η'r.  Measured 369 

overpotential and polarisation resistance are quoted with respect to graphite electrodes 370 

measured in the same sequence in order to minimise the scatter in the results typically 371 

observed in these high temperature systems.  Results showed that at 1 A cm
-2

, η'r of 372 

the anodes made from the single source cokes was in the range 100-170 mV lower 373 
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than the overpotential of the graphite, with a very slight decrease in overpotential 374 

throughout the series, as additionally found in the preliminary study [29].  Differences 375 

between graphite and coke-based anodes are also similar to the findings of Dewing 376 

and van der Kouwe [13], and Jarek and Orman [14].  Maximum variation in the 377 

potential at 1 A cm
-2

 of the industrial coke-based anodes was ~60 mV.  Although 378 

lower than the variation measured previously [29], averages were generally within the 379 

high error of the preliminary study, highlighting the difficulties of working with 380 

inhomogeneous materials coupled with a small anode area. 381 

   382 

Figure 12 also includes the differences in overpotential at 1 A cm
-2

 obtained from CV 383 

scans at 0.1 V s
-1

, which may be assumed to be very close to steady state experiments. 384 

Examples of these curves are shown in Figure 13 for Anodes 1 and 5, as well as the 385 

graphite.  As seen from Figure 12, all coke-based anodes show small currents below  386 

E
0

CO2 (1.187 V [3]) but above E
0

CO (1.065 V [3]), which may be attributed to a CO-387 

forming reaction at low current densities (below 0.1 A cm
-2

),  as reported also  by 388 

others [41].  As the graphite anode has a very smooth and dense surface compared to 389 

the coke anodes, direct comparison of the electrochemical performance has not been 390 

emphasised in this study. A previous study using the same anode materials found no 391 

significant differences in the gaseous reaction products between Anodes 2-4 [26].  392 

Nonetheless, at typical operating conditions of 1 A cm
-2

, the CO2 reaction is the 393 

dominating one.  The electrochemical reactivity of the anodes appeared to correlate 394 

somewhat with the air reactivity, except for the pitch coke anode.  This may be related 395 

to differences in the type of impurities present, but further investigation of this is 396 

beyond the scope of this study.  397 

 398 
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Nyquist plots obtained for all anodes at 1.4 V are shown in Figure 14.  Data is not 399 

fitted, but lines are drawn between measurement points for clarity.  As can be seen, 400 

the spectra exhibited a low frequency inductive loop (negative values of –Z’’), 401 

characteristic of electrochemical processes involving an intermediate adsorption step, 402 

as shown by Harrington and Conway [42].  The polarisation resistance was extracted 403 

from unfitted Nyquist plots by subtracting the high frequency Z’ intercept from the 404 

low frequency Z’ intercept.  Figure 15a shows how Rpol changed with anode type.  For 405 

graphite and Anodes 1-5, average Rpol values were 0.47 Ω, 0.16 Ω, 0.16 Ω, 0.13 Ω, 406 

0.13 Ω and 0.14 Ω respectively.  Thus, Rpol correlated with η'r, showing small changes 407 

amongst the industrial coke-based anodes. The polarisation resistance of the graphite 408 

was not directly comparable to the coke-based anodes at 1.4 V due to the higher onset 409 

potential of the graphite, but the polarisation resistance of 0.26 Ω obtained from the 410 

impedance spectrum on graphite at 1.6 V reflects the differences in reactivity.    411 

 412 

After removal of data relating to the low frequency inductive loop, a LR(CR) model 413 

was used to extract anode capacitance.  The low frequency inductive loops are 414 

typically related to intermediate adsorption processes [43]. The double layer 415 

capacitance is generally regarded as the best method for assessment of the wetted 416 

surface area during polarisation [15].  The average capacitance values for graphite in 417 

this study (23 µF cm
-2

 at 1.4 V and 32 µF cm
-2

 at 1.6 V) are similar to values recorded 418 

by Jarek and Thonstad  [15], attributed to the anode double-layer capacitance for non-419 

porous graphites.  As shown in Figure 15b, anode capacitance at 1.4 V increased 420 

substantially from graphite through Anodes 1 and 2 (121 µF cm
-2

 and 117 µF cm
-2

) to 421 

Anode 3 (175 µF cm
-2

), and decreased slightly to Anodes 4 and 5 (140 µF cm
-2

 and 422 

131 µF cm
-2

).  This does not seem to correlate with the real area of the anodes, studied 423 
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previously using confocal microscopy [28], and may instead relate to the wettability 424 

of the anodes with electrolyte.  Previous results showed that Anodes 3-5 had higher 425 

wettability with the electrolyte than Anodes 1-2 and graphite [28].  Although these 426 

electrolyte wetting measurements were performed on the anodes when unpolarised, 427 

and do not correlate perfectly with capacitance, wetting is still a plausible contribution 428 

to the observed capacitance variation at 1.4 V. 429 

 430 

The differences in the wetted surface area, as determined by the double layer 431 

capacitance, are not likely to be fully related to the surface structure, as all cokes 432 

appear to have a high fraction of edge sites. It seems also not related to surface 433 

roughness as determined by optical techniques (i.e. on the μm) scale.  From the cross-434 

sections of the cylindrical samples, all the coke anodes had a surface roughness ratio 435 

between 1.2 and 1.4 [28]. The industrial coke-based anodes also have a very similar 436 

total porosity (10-12 %) of pores in the μm range [28].  Similar findings were also 437 

presented in [15], where no correlation between Cdl and the volume of anode pores in 438 

the range 0.01 to 70 μm was observed.  It is interesting to notice that the more 439 

isotropic cokes, which are also the ones with the best wetting properties, have a higher 440 

ratio of CO2:CO as measured by LECO.  Typically, oxygen surface groups that are 441 

released as CO2 are generally associated with acidic properties of the carbon surface.  442 

As seen from Figure 6, the isotropic Cokes (3, 4 and 5) have a higher volume of pores 443 

(width < 16 nm) compared to the anisotropic cokes (1 and 2).  Coke 5 has the highest 444 

cumulative pore volume in this range, but also the lowest ratio of CO2:CO. 445 

 446 

Generally, anodes with highest electrochemical reactivity had highest air reactivity; 447 

an increase in air reactivity has been linked to a small increase in electrochemical 448 
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reactivity in some [22] but not all studies.  Electrocatalytic effects resulting from 449 

metal impurities may go some way to explaining results, due to the correlation of 450 

coke isotropy and anode metal impurity content.  In contrast, the specific effect of 451 

sulphur on overpotential in this study is likely to be minimal, due to the very low 452 

sulphur levels in Anode 5 compared to Anode 4 but a similar overpotential of each.  453 

Needless to say, the naturally occurring range of total metal impurity concentrations 454 

of the anodes here is smaller than those used in many doping studies [21, 22], making 455 

it unlikely that metal impurities explain all the trends observed in this study.   456 

 457 

Potential differences between the coke-based anodes in this study were much smaller 458 

than differences in another study where the same materials were electrolysed in a 459 

horizontal design [28].  In this geometry, the mid-point potential of the coke-based 460 

anodes varied by up to 200 mV.  This suggests that the materials are much more 461 

different in terms of their CO2/electrolyte/carbon wettability and bubble evolution 462 

properties (ηh and δRs) than η'r.   Nevertheless, studying individual parameters and 463 

anode properties separately is important in order to resolve and explain anode 464 

reactivity differences at a fundamental level, although this is difficult to perform in 465 

natural coke and anode situations due to the correlation of many properties, and often 466 

small variation between materials.  467 

 468 

 469 

4. Conclusions 470 

The focus of this work was to compare various anodes made from single-source cokes 471 

and a graphite anode with respect to electrochemical reactivity, and correlate with 472 

chemical/physical parameters.  The more isotropic cokes had higher levels of 473 
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impurities compared to the more anisotropic cokes, and appeared to have a slightly 474 

higher fraction of edge sites and different oxygen surface groups, as reflected by the 475 

higher ratio of CO2:CO evolved during LECO experiments.  Anodes made from these 476 

isotropic cokes had on average a slightly lower anodic overpotential, which also 477 

correlated with the electrochemically active surface area as determined by the double 478 

layer capacitance.  The differences may be related to a small variation in fraction of 479 

edge sites and/or pores with width < 16 nm among the anodes, differences in the 480 

oxygen surface groups, or possibly also metal impurity concentrations.  481 

 482 

 483 
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Table 1 588 

 589 

Anode [Metals] / 

ppm 

[S] / 

% 

Reactivity / mg 

cm
-2 

h
-1

 

SER / 

µΩ m 

Density / 

g cm
-3

 

Air CO2 

Graphite 66 0.00 0.3 2.5 12.7 1.771 

Anode 1 683 0.94 39.0 19.0 55.2 1.603 

Anode 2 932 2.40 29.5 5.9 52.0 1.627 

Anode 3 1976 4.18 69.6 7.2 47.2 1.614 

Anode 4 2430 4.45 70.1 7.4 50.5 1.596 

Anode 5 2413 0.37 17.7 26.7 42.3 1.648 

  590 
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Figure 1 591 
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Figure 2 595 
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Figure 4 603 
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Figure 13 639 
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Figure 14 643 
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Figure 15 647 
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Table and Figure Captions 651 

Table 1.  Selected anode properties.  Summed metals include Na, Al, Si, Ca, V, Fe 652 

and Ni.    653 

 654 

Figure 1. a. The anode assembly.  b. Location of anode inside graphite crucible.   655 

 656 

Figure 2. Optical microscopy images of anodes under polarised light at x250 657 

magnification. 658 

 659 

Figure 3. Anode Mosaic and Fibre index. Two parallels are shown for each parameter. 660 

 661 

Figure 4. Typical plot of incremental surface area vs. energy of graphite and 662 

associated definition of edge, basal and defect sites.  663 

 664 

Figure 5. Edge site, basal plane and defect site surface coverage (light, medium and 665 

dark grey respectively) of a. cokes and b. anodes.  Error bars show one standard 666 

deviation where n = 2 or 3. 667 

 668 

Figure 6. Cumulative pore volume of the coke particles. 669 

 670 

Figure 7. Evolved CO and CO2 from combusted oxides in cokes.  671 

 672 

Figure 8. Evolved CO and CO2 from combusted oxides in anodes.  673 

 674 
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Figure 9. Evolution of a. CO and b. CO2 from ultrapure graphite and Coke 4, the coke 675 

used to make Anode 4.  Integration cut-off for calculation of surface (edge site) 676 

oxides and metal oxides is shown. 677 

 678 

Figure 10. Surface oxygen, normalised with respect to BET surface area and metal 679 

oxide concentrations of graphite and the cokes/anodes.  Individual contributions from 680 

evolved CO (light grey) and CO2 (medium grey) are shown along with total 681 

contributions (dark grey).  Error bars show one standard deviation where n = 3. 682 

 683 

Figure 11. Potential of graphite anodes (V w.r.t Al) with varying geometry at 1 A cm
-

684 

2
, normalised around zero to show potential oscillation. 685 

 686 

Figure 12. a. Anode potential at 1 A cm
-2 

(V w.r.t Al) and b. Reduction in 687 

overpotential of the materials tested at 1 A cm
-2

, quoted with respect to graphite for 688 

each set of data.  Error bars show one standard deviation where n = 4 for 689 

chronopotentiometry and n = 3 for polarisation curves. 690 

 691 

Figure 13. IR corrected polarisation curves of graphite and anodes 1 and 5.  Three 692 

consecutive polarisation curves are shown for each material (V w.r.t Al).  693 

 694 

Figure 14. Unfitted Nyquist spectra from EIS measurements at an applied voltage of 695 

1.4 V w.r.t Al. 696 

 697 
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Figure 15. a. Anode polarisation resistance, Rpol and b. Capacitance, C, at an applied 698 

voltage of 1.4 V w.r.t Al. Averages and standard deviation are calculated from three 699 

anode parallels (n = 3) and are quoted w.r.t graphite.   700 


